
Ulam Quarterly | Volume 2, Number 3, 1994Galois Groups for Polynomials Relatedto Quadratic Map Iterates(Dedicated to the Memory of Cornelius J. Everett)W. A. Beyer and J. D. LouckTheoretical DivisionLos Alamos National LaboratoryLos Alamos, NM 87545AbstractWe develop a theory of Galois groups of polynomials associated witha one parameter family of quadratic maps of the real line into itself arisingin function iteration. A contribution to the Galois theory of polynomials isthe application of an old algorithm for �nding Galois groups, an algorithmseldom used and often dismissed as having no practical value. Let P [1]� (x) ��x(2 � x) and P [n+1]� (x) = P [n]� (P [1]� (x)) for n = 1; 2; : : : with � = 2 in the�rst case and � an indeterminate in the second case. We consider theGalois groups of the polynomials P [n]� (x) � 1 of degree 2n. We show thatfor � = 2 the Galois groups are the cyclic groups C2n of order 2n. For� indeterminate, we use the algorithm mentioned above to show that theGalois groups of P [n]� (x) � 1 are the wreath products [S2]n having order22n�1. S2 is the permutation group on two objects. We conjecture thatthese wreath products are the Galois groups for all positive integers � 6= 2.We give a set of generators of [S2]n as permutations in S2n . Note that1�P [n]2 (x) = T2n(x�1), Chebyshev polynomials of the �rst kind of degree2n. We show that C2n , as a permutation group of the roots of T2n(x�1), isa subgroup of [S2]n when the roots of T2n(x�1) are labelled appropriately.1. Introduction.In this paper we develop the theory of Galois groups associated withiterates of a one parameter family of quadratic maps of the real line intoitself. Galois theory of polynomials usually concerns itself with single poly-nomials. Here we deal with an in�nite family of polynomials arising infunction iteration. Our particular family is interesting because each mem-ber of the family contains the same parameter that may be taken to be�xed or to be indeterminate. 1



2 W. A. Beyer and J. D. LouckIn recent years function iteration has come to have a number of prac-tical applications. A few of these applications are listed in Beyer, Mauldinand Stein (1986) and May (1976). Function iteration is one of the sourcesof models for the phenomenon called \chaos". Function iteration has bothstructural and metric aspects. The structural aspects go under such namesas maximal sequences, MSS (Metropolis, Stein, and Stein (1973)) sequences,kneading sequences, and lexical sequences. Metric aspects of function it-eration include geometric (Feigenbaum (1979) and Lanford (1982)) andquadratic (Beyer and Stein (1982) and Wang(1987)) convergence in pe-riod doubling, and Hausdor� dimension of sets arising in function iteration(Brucks (1989)).The topic of Galois groups of polynomial iterates should be regarded aspart of the structural aspects. In the past the structural aspects of functioniteration have provided insights into the metric theory and it is hoped thatsimilar insights may be obtained from Galois group theory. An intersectionof the metric and structural theory is found in the problem of bifurcationvalues in quadratic iteration. This problem has been investigated by Bailey(1993) and is discussed in more detail in Appendix C. See also Silverman(1991, p. 565).We �rst review the de�nition of a Galois group of a polynomial andthen review some previous results on the Galois groups of iterated andcomposite polynomials. We then review quadratic iteration theory andstate the origin of our particular polynomial sequence.The principal contribution of this paper to the Galois theory for poly-nomials is the application of an old algorithm for �nding Galois groups ofpolynomials. This algorithm is based on one of the oldest algorithms forGalois groups, which is generally dismissed as having no practical value.We apply this algorithm to �nding Galois groups of polynomials arising inthe iteration problem discussed below.2. Galois Group of a Polynomial.In this section we give a de�nition of the Galois group of a polynomial.This material is taken from Garling (1988). Let R and S be two rings. Aone to one mapping � from R to S is called a ring monomorphism if for allr1 and r2 in R: �(r1 + r2) = �(r1) + �(r2);�(r1r2) = �(r1)�(r2);�(1R) = 1S;where 1R and 1S are the multiplicative unit elements of R and S respec-tively. A ring monomorphism of a �eld onto itself is called an automor-phism.Let K be a �eld. Let Aut K be the set of all automorphisms of K.Denote by L : K a �eld extension of the �eld K; i.e., L is a �eld containingK as a sub�eld. De�ne�(L : K) = f� 2 Aut Lj�(k) = k; 8 k 2 Kg;



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 3which is the set of automorphisms of L that �x K. The set �(L : K) isa group under composition and is called the Galois group of the extensionL : K.Let f 2 K[x] (polynomial in the indeterminate x with coe�cients inthe �eld K). We say that f splits over the �eld L iff(x) = �(x� �1) : : : (x� �n)with � 2 K and �i 2 L. The �eld extension L : K is the splitting �eldextension over K for f if f splits over L and there is no proper sub�eld ofL over which f splits. Then �(L : K) is called the Galois group of f . Tosummarize: the Galois group of f is the (unique) subgroup of the group ofall automorphisms of the splitting �eld that �x the �eld K containing thecoe�cients of f . 3. Finite Wreath Products.Let G and H be permutation groups:G � Sn; H � Sm:Let H(n) = H �H � : : :�H| {z }ndenote the n-fold direct product of H with elementsh = (h1; h2; : : : ; hn); hj 2 H; j = 1; 2; : : :; n:Consider the direct product setG�H = f(g; h)jg 2 G; h 2 H(n)g;which contains jG�Hj = jGjjHjn elements. Next, we introduce the indexsets I; J and K de�ned byI = f1; 2; : : :;mg; J = f1; 2; : : : ; ng; K = f1; 2; : : : ; nmg:We now consider the bijective mapping � : I�J ! K of the direct productset I � J onto K by�(i; j) = (i � 1)n+ j = k 2 K; i 2 I; j 2 J:Let g 2 G and hj 2 H be given as explicit substitutions on the set J andI, respectively: g : j ! kj; j 2 J: (1)hj : i! h(i)j ; i 2 I; j 2 J: (2)De�ne the mapping � : G�H ! Snm



4 W. A. Beyer and J. D. Louckby the following rule. To each (g; h) 2 G � H associate the permutationpk 2 Snm given by the substitution on the set K as follows: Select k 2 Kand map k to pk 2 K by the sequence of operations given byk ��1������!(i; j) (g;h)������!(h(i)j ; kj) �������!pk:Thus, we obtain a unique permutation p 2 Snm corresponding to (g; h):p : k ! pk; k 2 K:The set of permutations �(G � H) � Snm, is, by de�nition, the wreathproduct permutation group G oH:G oH = �(G�H):Let us also note that, from the results given by Odoni (1985), onecan make the direct product set G � H into a group isomorphic to thepermutation group �(G�H) � Snmby de�ning the product of (g0; h0) and (g; h) by(g0; h01; h02; : : : ; h0n) � (g; h1; h2; : : : ; hn) = (g0g; h0k1h1; h0k2h2; : : : ; h0knhn)for g given by g : j ! kj. Thus, we can also identify G oH with fG�H; �g.Moreover, we see from the multiplication rule that the direct product groupH(n) is isomorphic to the normal subgroup of fG�H; �g �= G oH given byf(e; h)jh 2 H(n)g, where e = (1)(2) : : : (n) is the identity in G.There is a very useful mnemonic for obtaining the mapping �(g; h). We�rst perform the map ��1(K) = I�J and arrange the elements (i; j) 2 I�Jin an m � n matrix array:X = 2664 (1; 1) (1; 2) : : : (1; n)(2; 1) (2; 2) : : : (2; n)... ... : : : ...(m; 1) (m; 2) : : : (m;n)3775For each (g; h) 2 G �H, we e�ect the permutation g given by (1) on thecolumn indices, followed by e�ecting the permutation hj , 8j 2 J , givenby (2) on the row indices of column j of the new matrix resulting fromthe operation by g. This gives a new matrix X0 whose elements are thesame as those of X, but arranged di�erently in the rows and columns. Theelements of the new array X 0 are now put back into a single row of lengthnm consisting of the �rst row of X0 followed by the second row, etc. We�nally apply the mapping �(I � J) to the elements of this nm-tuple toobtain the relabelling in terms of 1; 2; : : : ; nm. In this way, the nm-tuple(1; 2; : : : ; nm) is mapped to an nm-tuple (k1; k2; : : : ; knm), thus giving thesubstitution p 2 Snm corresponding to (g; h).



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 5We have veri�ed that the above de�nition of wreath product agreeswith that given by Odoni (1985) in the �nite case. We give the abovede�nition explicitly because it is stated in a form more in keeping with ourmethod of implementation. One can also consult the de�nition of wreathproduct given in Harary and Palmer (1973).4. Review of Prior Work on Galois Groups of Sets of Polynomials.Cremona (1989) shows, using a criterion of Odoni (1988) and by useof a computer, that the nth iterate of the polynomial x2+1 has the wreathproduct [S2]n of the symmetric group S2 with itself n times as its Galoisgroup for n � 5 � 107. Stoll (1992) extends this result and shows thatfor the more general polynomial x2 + a, where a is an integer, that thenth iterate has [S2]n as the Galois group for all n � 1 if either a > 0 anda � 1 or 2 mod 4 or a < 0 and a � 0 mod 4.Odoni (1985) discusses Galois groups of iterates and composites ofpolynomials. His polynomials are assumed to be monic and generic. Theassumption of monicity makes it di�cult to apply his results in our case.There seems to be no easy transformation to convert our composite polyno-mials to composites of monic polynomials. However, Odoni believes mostor all of his results hold for nonmonic polynomials. Odoni's polynomialsare also assumed to be generic. A polynomial xk + sk�1xk�1 + : : :+ s0 issaid to be a generic polynomial of degree k over a �eld K if x; s0; : : : sk�1are independent indeterminates over K. Some discussion of Odoni's resultsis given in Appendix B.Grosswald (1978) discusses the Galois groups of Bessel polynomials(also called Krall { Frink polynomials after the inventors of these poly-nomials). It is shown that if a Bessel polynomial is irreducible, then theGalois group is the symmetric group of degree equal to the degree of thepolynomial. It is conjectured that all Bessel polynomials are irreducible.Bruen, Jensen, and Yui (1986) discuss polynomials with Frobeniusgroups of prime degree p as Galois groups. They make use of the pthChebyshev polynomial of the �rst kind.Morton and Patel (1992a and 1992b) carry out a program of investi-gating the Galois groups associated with periodic points �n of order n ofa polynomial map �(x) in �[x], where � is an arbitrary �eld. For example,let �n;� be the �eld extension generated over � by �n, that is, the least�eld containing � and �n. This �eld is the splitting �eld of the polynomial�n;�(x) = Qdjn(�[d](x)�x)�(n=d). Here �[d] denotes the dth iterate of �(x)and � is the M�obius function. The Galois group G = Gal(�n;�=�) is shownto be a subgroup of Sr o Z=nZ, where r = deg(�n;�)=n. Z is the additivegroup of integers. A method is given for calculating G which reduces theproblem to calculating the Galois group to a certain distinguished sub�eld Lof �n;�. Several su�cient conditions are given for G to be Gal(L=�) oZ=nZ.Vivaldi and Hatjispyros (1992) give an important discussion of Galoisgroups associated with periodic points of rational maps.5. Quadratic Map.



6 W. A. Beyer and J. D. LouckIn this section, we give briey the background of the problem leadingto the study of the Galois groups of the equations under consideration inthis paper.The parabolic map P� : IR! IR of the real line IR de�ned byP� : x! P�(x) � �x(2� x); x 2 IR; (3)where � is an arbitrary parameter in IR+, is a paradigm for illustrating thebehavior, called chaotic, of a large class of mathematical functions. Theproperties of the family of iterated polynomialsfP [n]� (x)jn = 1; 2; 3; : : :g; (4)where P [n]� (x) � P�(P�(: : : (P�| {z }n (x)) : : :)); (5)play a rôle in the bifurcation theory of the map (3). This theory has to dowith sudden changes in the form of the periods of P�(x) as � is varied. Thereal roots of the polynomial P [n]� (x)� x (6)yield all periods of P�(x) of length r, where r divides n.In Bivins, Louck, Metropolis and Stein (1991), the critical points of thepolynomialP [n]� (x) play a rôle in the discussion of shift-maximal sequences,also called MSS or lexical sequences. These critical points are determinedby the equation ddxP [n]� (x) = 0;which may alternatively be written as(2�)n n�1Ys=0 h1� P [s]� (x)i = 0;where P [0]� = x. This leads to consideration of the roots ofP [n]� (x) � 1; (7)a polynomial of degree 2n. It is useful to display the �rst three of thesepolynomials: ��x2 + 2�x� 1; (n = 1)��3x4 + 4�3x3 � 2�2(2� + 1)x2 + 4�2x� 1; (n = 2)��7x8 + 8�7x7 � 4�6(6� + 1)x6 + 8�6(4z + 3)x5�2�4(8�3 + 24�2 + 2� + 1)x4 + 8�4(4�2 + 2� + 1)x3�4�3(4�2 + 2� + 1)x2 + 8�3x� 1: (n = 3)



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 7When � = 2, these polynomials become the Chebyshev polynomials of the�rst kind T2n(x � 1), which are irreducible (Odoni (1992)). Hence, forindeterminate �, the polynomials above are irreducible.As is done in Bivins et al. (1991), it is useful to discuss the roots of(7) in terms of the 2n inverse functions of P [n]� . These 2n inverse functionsmay be denoted by f [n]� (�;x), where � is an element of the Abelian group�n of order 2n: �n = S2 � S2 � : : :� S2| {z }n ;where S2 is the symmetric group on 2 elements and � denotes direct prod-uct. The group �n can also be realized by�n � f� = (�1; �2; �3; : : : ; �n)jeach �i = �1g; (8)with group multiplication de�ned by component-wise multiplication.The inverse functions of P [n]� (x) are given byf [n]� (�;x) �1+�1vuuut1� 1� 0@1 + �2vuut1� 1�  1 + �3s1� : : :� 1� �1 + �nr1� x�� : : : ! 1A;(9)and satisfy the equation P [n]� (f [n]� (�;x)) = x (10)for each of the 2n quantities f [n]� (�;x). If a quantity under a radical in (9)is positive, we choose the square root to be positive. Otherwise, we choosethe square root (a; b) of a complex number to have a > 0 if a 6= 0 or b > 0if a = 0.The roots of (7) are thusfx[n]� (�)j� 2 �ng; (11)where x[n]� (�) = f [n]� (�; 1): (12)Let us note, for completeness, the we can de�ne the action of �n on theroots x[n]� (�) by �(x[n]� (�0)) = x[n]� (��0); (13)where �; �0 2 �n. Thus, �n transforms the root set (11) onto itself.



8 W. A. Beyer and J. D. LouckThe inverse graph of P [n]� is the point set:Gn� � f�x; f [n]� (�;x)�j� 2 �n; x 2 IR; f [n]� (�; x) realg:This graph is important for the study of the bifurcation properties of theparabolic map. See again Bivins et al. (1991).It is useful to note the recursion property:f [1]� (�1;x) = 1 + �1r1� x� ;f [n]� (�;x) = 1 + �1r1� 1� f [n�1]� (�0;x); n = 2; 3; : : : ; (14)where � = (�1; �0); �0 2 �n�1: (15)>From (9), (12), and (14) with x = 1, we obtain the corresponding relationbetween the roots of P [n]� (x)� 1 and P [n�1]� (x) � 1:x[1]� (�) = 1 + �r1� 1� ;x[n]� (�1; �0) = 1 + �1r1� 1� x[n�1]� (�0): n > 1: (16)Because each polynomial P [n]� (x) � 1 has roots given by radicals, it isnatural to inquire about the Galois groups of these polynomials, especiallybecause these groups must be solvable. Such a study is useful because onehas not only the possibility of obtaining the Galois groups of an in�nitefamily of polynomials of di�erent degrees, but also the di�erent Galoisgroups of the polynomials depending on the parameter �.



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 96. A Number Theory Lemma.We need the following lemma for the discussion of the case � = 2.LEMMA 1. For n � 2, the only integers in the set�3k � 12n+1 ��k 2 A � f1; 2; : : :; 2ng�are the odd integer an = 32n�1 � 12n+1and the even integer bn = 32n � 12n+1 :Equivalently, for k 2 A, the only solutions of the congruence relation3k � 1 mod 2n+1are k = 2n�1 and k = 2n. Moreover, with h = 2n�1, the ordered sets Bsgiven by Bs = f3sh+1; 3sh+2; : : : ; 3(s+1)hg; s = 0; 1; 2; : : :are all equal mod 2n+1 and the integers in the ordered set B0 are all distinctmod 2n+1.This lemma follows from the theorem of R. D. Carmichael given in1910. This theorem is stated and proved in Knuth (1981), pp. 19 and 20.7. Chebyshev Polynomials.For � = 2, the polynomials 1 � P [n]2 are the Chebyshev polynomialsof the �rst kind T2n(x� 1) (see Oldham and Spanier (1987)). We use thisrelation in x8 and in x9 below to prove that the Galois group of 1�P [n]2 (x)is the cyclic group C2n . It is useful to display the formulae and roots forthe general polynomials Tn(x):Tn(x) = cos(n arccos(x)); �1 � x � 1Tn(x) = 12 [n=2]Xj=0 nn� j�n� jj �(�1)j(2x)n�2j;where [n=2] denotes the integer part of n=2.The Chebyshev polynomials of odd order and of order a power of 2



10 W. A. Beyer and J. D. Louckwill be useful to our work. The �rst few of these are:T0(x) = 1;T1(x) = x;T2(x) = 2x2 � 1;T3(x) = 4x3 � 3x;T4(x) = 8x4 � 8x2 + 1;T5(x) = 16x5 � 20x3 + 5x;T7(x) = 64x7 � 112x5 + 56x3 � 7x;T8(x) = 256x8� 112x6 + 328x4 � 64x2 + 2:The roots of Tn(x) are:tj = cos�(2j � 1)�2n � ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n:In this section we prove:THEOREM 1. 1� P [n]2 (x) = T2n(x � 1): (17)PROOF. We prove this relation by induction on n, noting �rst that1� P [1]2 (x) = 2x2 � 4x+ 1 = 2(x� 1)2 � 1 = T21(x� 1):Assume that (17) holds with n replaced by n � 1. We will show that itholds for n. The roots �[n�1]i of T2n�1 (y) are given by�[n�1]i = cos(�[n�1]i ); �[n�1]i = (2i� 1)�=2n; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1: (18)By the induction hypothesis, the set of rootsf�[n�1]1 ; �[n�1]2 ; : : : ; �[n�1]2n�1 gis fx[n�1]2 (�0)� 1j�0 2 �n�1g;hence, x[n�1]2 (�0i)� 1 = cos(�[n�1]i ); i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1;where �0i is the ith � in �n�1 in an appropriate ordering of �n�1. The setof roots of 1� P [n]2 (x) isfx[n]2 (�1; �0)j�1 = �1; �0 2 �n�1g:



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 11By (16), we havex[n]2 (�1; �0) � 1 = �1r1� 12x[n�1]2 (�0i)= �1r12 � 12 hx[n�1]2 (�0i) � 1i= �1r12 � 12 cos ��[n�1]i �= �1rsin2 ��[n�1]i =2�:Hence, the set of roots of 1� P [n]2 (x) isn1 + sin��[n�1]i =2� ; 1� sin��[n�1]i =2� ���i = 1; 2; : : :; 2n�1o ;which is equal to the setn1 + cos��[n]i =2� ���i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2no :Thus, the roots of 1�P [n]2 (x) are the same as those of T2n (x�1). Since thesetwo polynomials have the same leading term 22n�1x2n , they are identical.This completes the induction.It is interesting that one has an identitycos�(2j � 1)�2n+1 � = 1� f [n]� (�; 1);which expresses the cosines on the left in terms of radicals on the right(given in (9)), where one must still determine the identi�cation of index jwith � to make the result fully explicit.8. Properties of Roots of Chebyshev Polynomials.In this section, we present certain properties of roots of Chebyshevpolynomials needed for the subsequent development on Galois groups.Let � denote any root of Tn(x) and de�ne the polynomials yi(�) inthis root to be the odd-order Chebyshev polynomialyi(�) = T2i�1(�); i = 1; 2; : : : : (19)We refer to this set of polynomials in the root � of Tn(x) as the universalroot set of Tn(x). The reason for this terminology is apparent from Theorem2 below.We require two well-known properties of Chebyshev polynomials thatare easy consequences of trigonometric identities. These are the composi-tion rule and the multiplication rule:



12 W. A. Beyer and J. D. LouckTn(Tm(x)) = Tm(Tn(x)) = Tnm(x);and 2Tn(x)Tm(x) = Tn+m(x) + Tjn�mj(x):It follows immediately from these two relations that each polynomialyi(�) in the universal root set of Tn satis�es the following relations:Tn(yi(�)) = 0;yn2+i(�) = �yn2�i+1(�); 1 � i � n2 ; n even; (20)yn2 +i(�) = �yi�n2 (�); i > n2 ; n even; (21)yn+12 +i(�) = �yn+12 �i(�); 1 � i � n� 12 ; n odd; (22)yn+12 +i(�) = �yi� n�12 (�); i > n� 12 ; n odd: (23)For n odd, we note that yn+12 (�) = 0:For the discussion of the consequences of these relations, it is convenient tode�ne the ordered sets of universal roots of Tn byRs = fyns+1(�); yns+2(�); : : : ; yn(s+1)(�)g; s = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;R0 = fyn(�); yn�1(�); : : : ; y1(�)g:Using these relations and de�nitions, it is straightforward to prove:THEOREM 2. Independently of which root � 6= 0 Tn(x) is chosen, theuniversal root set of Tn(y) is given byfyi(�)ji = 1; 2; : : :g = R0 [R1 [R2 [ : : : ;and it consists of cycles Rs given byRs = R0; s even;Rs = R0 ; s odd:Furthermore, the ordered set or period R0 itself contains exactly the rootsof Tn(x) as given byR0 = fy1(�); : : : ; yn2 (�);�yn2 (�); : : : ;�y1(�)g; n even; n � 2; (24)R0 = fy1(�); : : : ; yn�12 (�); yn+12 (�);�yn�12 (�); : : : ;�y1(�)g; n odd; n � 3:(25)



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 13PROOF. Aside from the application of the (20) - (23), the only additionalpoint needing proof is that the ordered set R0 contains exactly the roots ofTn(x). The structure of R0 as given in (24) and (25) is a consequence of(22) and (23), so that if the roots in the respective setsfy1(�); y2(�); : : : ; yn2 (�)g; n even; n � 2; (26)fy1(�); y2(�); : : : ; yn�12 (�)g; n odd; n � 3; (27)are distinct, then the proof is complete. Assume that two roots in the set(26) are equal, say the ith and the jth root, where it is no restriction totake i > j. Then, we must havePi;j(�) = T2i�1(�)� T2j�1(�) = 0for each root � of Tn(x). Thus, the polynomialPi;j(x) of degree 2i�1, whichis at most n � 1, has the n distinct roots � as roots, which is impossible.Therefore, the assumption of the equality of two roots in the set (26) isfalse and all the roots must be distinct. Similarly, one proves that the rootsin the set (27) are distinct.It is a quite remarkable result that the roots of the Chebyshev polyno-mials are themselves Chebyshev polynomials, as described in Theorem 2.We use this result in the next section with n replaced by 2n.9. Automorphism Group of the Roots of P [n]2 (x)� 1.In this section, we prove that the Galois group of P [n]2 (x)�1 is isomor-phic to the cyclic group C2n . However, we will work with the Chebyshevpolynomials T2n(x) because their roots are slightly simpler to express:ti = cos � (2i� 1)�2n+1 � ; i = 1; 2; : : :; 2n:The �eld extension of the rational �eld Q to the splitting �eld L of thepolynomial T2n (x) is given byL = (2n�1Xi=0 ai�i��� ai 2 Q) ; (28)where � is any root of T2n(x). Because of Theorem 2, the order of theGalois group is 2n. See Garling (1988), p. 95. The quantities in (28) areclearly closed under addition and closed under multiplication when reducedby use of the identity T2n(�) = 0: (29)Let � be the largest root of T2n(�). De�ne the transformation  : L!L in which an element a = P2n�1k=0 ak�k 2 L undergoes the transformation (a) = 2n�1Xk=0 ak (y2(�))k : (30)



14 W. A. Beyer and J. D. LouckThe transformation  is a Galois automorphism because it is a one to onemapping, for 8x; y 2 L it satis�es  (x + y) =  (x) +  (y) and  (xy) = (x) (y), and �nally it preserves the ground �eld Q. See Stewart (1989),pp. 39-40. The element  (a) can be expressed in terms of the basis ofL : f1; �; �2; : : : ; �2n�1g by expanding (yi(�))k in powers of � and reducingto powers less than 2n by using T2n(�) = 0.De�ne the iterated transformations  [k] of  by [k] =  [k�1] �  [1]; k > 1; : : : ; 2nwith  [1] =  . We show below that  [2n ] is the identity.For the next theorem, it is convenient to partition the positive integersinto the following subsets of integers:A0 = f1; 2; : : : ; 2ng;As = f2n+s�1 + 1; 2n+s�1 + 2; : : : ; 2n+sg; s = 1; 2; : : : :We are now able to prove:THEOREM 3. The set of automorphisms  [i] : L ! L; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2nforms a group under composition that is isomorphic to the cyclic group ofpermutations of the roots generated byy1(�) = �! yj1(�); y2(�)! yj2(�); : : : ; y2n(�)! yj2n (�); (31)where now � is any root of T2n and where ji 2 f1; 2; : : :; 2ng with ji theinteger given by3i� 1 � ji mod 2n; for 3i� 1 2 A0 [A2 [A4 [ : : : ;3i� 1 � 2n � ji + 1 mod 2n; for 3i � 1 2 A1 [A3 [ : : : ;with ji = 0 identi�ed with 2n.PROOF. Replace n by 2n in Theorem 2 so thatRs = fyi(�)ji 2 Asg:Then, by Theorem 2, we haveRs = R0; s even; (32)Rs = R0 ; s odd: (33)Because yi(y2(�)) = y3i�1(�); i = 1; 2; : : : ; (34)the integer ji in the substitution i ! 3i � 1 ! ji is the subscript of theroot y3i�1(�) 2 R0 [R1 [R2 [ : : : ;



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 15after accounting for the cycling of the ordered sets given by (32) and (33).This gives the ji stated in the theorem.We next show that the integers jk; k = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n in (31) are distinct,so that this substitution is indeed a permutation, and we then show that itis a 2n-cycle. Relation (34) is equivalent to the composition relationy(k)2 (�) = T (k)3 (�) = T3k(�) = y 3k+12 (�); k = 1; 2; : : : :To determine the permutation de�ned by this relation, we must determinethe cycle set Rs to which the root y 3k+12 (�) belongs and then identity itwith the corresponding root in R0. This is solved as follows, using (32) and(33).De�ne the integers rk by3k + 12 � rk mod 2n; n � 2: (35)Then y 3k+12 (�) = yrk (�); if 3k + 12 2 A0 [A2 [A4 : : : ;y 3k+12 (�) = y2n�rk+1(�); if 3k + 12 2 A1 [A3 [A5; : : : :To show that the integers rk in (35) are distinct, we rewrite (35) in theequivalent form 3k � 2rk � 1 mod 2n+1:By Lemma 1, the integers in the ordered setfr1; r2; : : : ; r2n�1g (36)are all distinct, and the integers in the ordered setsfrs2n�1+1; rs2n�1+2; : : : ; r(s+1)2n�1g; s = 0; 1; 2; : : :are all equal to the integers in the �rst ordered set s = 0.We also must show that the integers in the setfrk; 2n � rk + 1jk = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1g (37)are distinct. Assume that two integers ri and rj are such thatri + rj = 2n + 1: (38)By adding the congruence relations (35) for k = i and k = j, we deducethe relation 3i(3j�i + 1) � 0 mod 2n+1; i � j 2 f1; 2; : : :; 2ng;



16 W. A. Beyer and J. D. Louckwhere it is no restriction to take i � j. Because 2n+1 does not divide 3i, itmust divide 3j�i + 1; that is, we must have3k � �1 mod 2n+1; for some k 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1� 1g:But this is impossible, because by squaring this relation, we obtain32k � 1 mod 2n+1;and the only integer solution of this relation having k in the prescribeddomain is given by Lemma 1 to be k = 2n�2, and the numberdn = 32n�2 + 12n+1 ; n � 2is not an integer. That dn is not an integer follows from the relationdn �32n�2 � 1� = an; n � 2;where an is the odd integer de�ned in Lemma 1. Because 32n�1 �1 is even,dn cannot be in integer. Thus, relation (38) is false, and the integers in theset (37) are distinct.To show that the integers in the set (37) de�ne a single cycle of lengthas given explicitly below, we next show thaty2n2 (�) = �;and that 2n is the smallest iterate for which one obtains �. The proof isagain a consequence of Lemma 1, which asserts that for k 2 f1; 2; : : :; 2ngand rk = 1 in (35) the only solutions are k = 2n�1 and k = 2n. But32n�1 + 12 2 A1 [A3 [ : : : ;because the integer an (see Lemma 1) is odd and32n + 12 2 A0 [A2 [ : : : ;because the integer bn (see Lemma 1 ) is even. Thus, we havey 32n�1 +12 (�) = y2n(�);y 32n+12 (�) = y1(�):Because the dimension of the �eld L as a vector space is 2n and byTheorem 3 a cyclic group of order 2n is a group of automorphisms of L,



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 17this group is the Galois group in question. See Garling (1988, Theorem7.1).Thus, we haveTHEOREM 4. The Galois group of T2n(y) and therefore of P [n]2 (x) � 1 isisomorphic to the cyclic group C2n =< (1; 2; : : : ; 2n) >.We now give an algorithm that calculates the orbit of � under it-eration by the automorphism  generated by the root transformation:�! y2(�) � T1(�). This algorithm depends on the composition and mul-tiplication properties of the odd Chebyshev polynomials. The algorithmis carried out using �Tp(�) for odd p in place of yi(�). We denote thequantity �Tp(�) by sf = g where s denotes sign �1 and f denotes Tp(�).To start, put s = +1; f = 1, and g = sf . Then for i : 2 through 2n,carry out the following number theory procedure: if f < 2n then f ! 3fand s! s, else (f ! j2n+1� 3f j; s!�s; g = sf). The resulting sequenceof positive and negative integers can be regarded as the orbit of � underthe iterated automorphisms of  .We obtained the following orbits of � for n = 2,3,4, and 5. The symbol�k denotes �Tk(�).n=2: 1, 3, -1, -3, 1.n=3: 1, 3, -7, 5, -1, -3, 7, -5, 1.n=4: 1, 3, 9, -5, -15, 13, -7, 11,-1, -3, -9, 5, 15, -13, 7, -11, 1.n=5: 1, 3, 9, 27, -17, 13, -25, 11, -31, 29, -23, 5, 15, -19, 7, 21,-1, -3, -9, -27, 17, -13, 25, -11, 31, -29, 23, -5, -15, 19, -7, -21, 1.Such calculations were carried out on the computer symbol system DOE-MACSYMA up to n = 20 with orbit length 220 � 1; 000; 000. Each calcu-lation was terminated at -1 because after -1 the orbit repeats, but with thesigns changed.The cyclic group of permutations of the roots (t1; t2; : : : ; t2n) corre-sponding to the group of automorphisms of the �eld L (with � = t1) that�xes the ground �eld has as its generator the 2n-cycle obtained from theabove sequences of integers by �rst mapping the odd integers to integers,using 2i� 1! i, and then adding 2n to all nonpositive integers:(1; 3;�1;�3)! (1; 2; 0;�1)! (1; 2; 4; 3);(1; 3;�7; 5;�1;�3; 7;�5)! (1; 2;�3; 3; 0;�1; 4;�2)! (1; 2; 5; 3; 8; 7; 4;6):It is useful to express, as above, the permutation of the subscripts ofthe roots, � 1 2 : : : 2nj1 j2 : : : j2n � ;given in Theorem 3 as the 2n-cycle s = (s1; s2; : : : ; s2n), which then isalso the generator of the cyclic group of the roots (t1; t2; : : : ; t2n) and is



18 W. A. Beyer and J. D. Louckisomorphic to the group of automorphisms of the �eld L. It follows fromthe results in the proof of Theorem 3 that for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1sk+1 = � rk if dk is even,2n + 1� rk if dk is odd,where 3k + 12 = dk2n + rk; 1 � rk � 2n � 1:10. Factoring Algorithm for Finding Galois Groups.A classic theorem for �nding Galois groups is reviewed briey in thissection, because we use it subsequently for consideration of the Galoisgroups of P [n]� (x)� 1.We consider perhaps the earliest algorithm for �nding Galois groups:the clearing irrational algebraic quantities algorithm. (An irrational al-gebraic quantity is a solution, not in Q, to a polynomial equation withcoe�cients in Q.) We also call the algorithm the van der Waerden algo-rithm because of the clear exposition of it in his book, van der Waerden(1970). It is usually dismissed as having little practical importance. Wemake practical use of this algorithm. It is stated in x8.10 of van der Waer-den (1970). To review, let f(x) 2 �[x] with � a �eld and f of degree n.Let the zeros of f be �i; i = 1; : : : ; n. Let� = �1x1 + : : :+ �nxn;where the xi are indeterminates. Form the productF (z; x) = Ysx2Sn(z � sx�); (39)where Sn is the symmetric group on n symbols and sx is a permutationof the indeterminates x1; x2; : : : ; xn. Factor F into irreducible factors in�[x; z]: F (z; x) = F1(z; x) : : :Fr(z; x): (40)Each of the factors in (40) can be written asFj = Ysx2Aj(z � sx�);where A1; A2; : : : ; Ar is a partition of Sn. See Garling (1988, p. 156). Labelthe subscripts of the Aj so that A1 contains the identity e and thus is asubgroup of Sn. Let G denote the group of permutations that carries F1into itself. The other Aj are right cosets of G relative to A1. (A right cosetof the group G relative to A1 has the form A1g with g 2 G.) This factabout cosets seems not to appear in books on Galois theory.The theorem of Galois theory (van der Waerden (1970), p. 189) isthen:



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 19THEOREM 5. G is the Galois group of f : ��(f).A similar result is given by Dehn (1960, chapter 11, p. 143), Dickson(1960, p. 164), and Jacobson (1964, p. 109). Dickson and Jacobson assumethat f(x) is monic. Dickson takes the permutation group of F1 as thede�nition of the Galois group. The polynomial F1 is called the resolventpolynomial of f(x), according to Dickson (1930 p. 162).11. A Basic Theorem on Clearing Radicals.A basic result for the removal of the radical symbol from the elementarysymmetric functions is given by Stein and Zemach (1987, p. 397, Theorem1). One should also consult Problem 5 on page 104 of Hille (1962). Thetheorem of Stein and Zemach was partly an outgrowth of work of Beyerand Heller (1987).We require a signi�cant generalization of the Stein-Zemach theorem.The group �n, introduced in eq. (8) underlies the structure of the general-ization, as it also does the Stein-Zemach theorem. We de�ne for each � =(�1; �2; : : : ; �n) 2 �n, and any set of indeterminates y = (y1; y2; : : : ; yn),the action of � on y by�y = (�1y1; �2y2; : : : ; �nyn):Next, let Q(y) denote an arbitrary polynomial in the yi over a �eld that isnot even in any yi. Then, we have:THEOREM 6. The polynomialP (Y; y) = Y�2�n (Y �Q(�y))is an even function of each yi; hence, if we choose yi = pwi, thenP �Y;pw� ; pw = (pw1;pw2; : : : ;pwn)is a polynomial in the indeterminates wi. Moreover, for the given poly-nomial Q, the polynomial P (Y; y) of degree 2n in Y is the polynomial ofsmallest degree in Y that is even in each yi, hence clears radicals in the wi.PROOF. For each � = (�1; �2; : : : ; �n) 2 �n;we de�ne �[i] 2 �n by�[i] = (�1; �2; : : : ; �i�1;��i; �i+1; : : : ; �n); 8i 2 f1; 2; : : :; ng:Because, as � runs over all elements in �n, so does each �[i], it follows thatY�2�n (Y � Q(�y)) = Y�[i]2�n �Y � Q(�[i]y)� ; 8i 2 f1; 2; : : :; ng:Thus, 8i 2 f1; 2; : : :; ng,P (Y; y1; y2; : : : ; yn) = P (Y; y1; y2; : : : ; yi�1;�yi; yi+1; : : : ; yn);



20 W. A. Beyer and J. D. Louckthat is, the polynomial P (Y; y) is invariant under the substitution yi !�yi; 8i 2 f1; 2; : : :; ng. Moreover, because the coe�cient of Y 2n�k inthe expansion of P (Y; y) is (�1)k times the elementary symmetric functionek(�y), these elementary symmetric functions themselves are even in eachyi. That the polynomial P (Y; y) is the one of the smallest degree that iseven in each yi follows because �n is the smallest group that reverses thesign of each yi exactly once.The Stein-Zemach theorem is the special caseQ(y) = nXi=1 yiof Theorem 6. That Theorem 6 is indeed a generalization of the Stein-Zemach follows from the exampleQ(y) = ay1 + by2 + cy1y2;for n = 2, where a; b; c are arbitrary constants.12. The Wreath Product Permutation Group [S2]n.In this section, we give explicitly a realization of the wreath productgroup [S2]n in terms of permutations in S2n . This is done by implementingfor the case at hand the de�nition of the wreath product group given x3.In terms of that notation, we haveG = [S2]n�1; H = S2;so that [S2]n = G oH = [S2]n�1 o S2; n > 1; (41)with [S2]1 = S2.We assume that we have obtained[S2]n�1 � S2n�1as an explicit set of permutations in S2n�1 . We next introduce the directproduct set[S2]n�1 � (S2)2n�1 = f(p; s)jp 2 [S2]n�1; s 2 (S2)2n�1g; (42)where s = (s1; s2; : : : ; s2n�1) 2 S2 � S2 � : : :� S2| {z }2n�1 :The number of symbolsNn in the set [S2]n is 22n�1, a result easily obtainedby iterating Nn = 22n�1Nn�1 with N1 = 2. So j[S2]nj = 22n�1.The index mapping � from the set I � J with I = f1; 2g and J =f1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1g to the set f1; 2; : : : ; 2ng is given by� : (1; j)! j; j = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1;(2; j)! 2n�1 + j; j = 1; 2; : : :; 2n�1:



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 21The easiest way to obtain the permutations in S2n corresponding to theelements in the direct product set (42) is to use the mnemonic of x3 andplace the integers 1; 2; : : : ; 2n themselves into a 2 � 2n�1 matrix array inaccordance with the mapping:� : I � J ! � 1 2 : : : 2n�12n�1 + 1 2n�1 + 2 : : : 2n � : (43)An element p : j ! pj ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1;of [S2]n � S2n�1 , permutes the columns of the array (43). It clearly hasthe unique extension p0 to the permutation in S2n given byp0 : j ! pj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1;2n�1 + j ! 2n�1 + pj : j = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1:In this way, the group [S2]n�1 � S2n�1 with permutations p 2 S2n�1 has theunique extension to its isomorphic version as a subgroup of S2n . We denotethis isomorphic group by the same notation, but write [S2]n�1 � S2n tokeep the context clear.Next, consider sj 2 S2 = f(1)(2); (1; 2)g; (44)and s = (s1; s2; : : : ; sj ; : : : ; s2n�1 ) 2 (S2)2n�1 : (45)Because the permutation p 2 [S2]n�1 � S2n�1 �rst permutes the columnsin the array (43), and then the S2 generator (1,2) in (44) interchangesthe entries in column j, we see that this S2 group is isomorphic to the S2subgroup of S2n generated by the transposition (pj ; 2n�1+ pj); that is, theunique extension of S2 de�ned by (45) to S2n is S(j)2 de�ned byS(j)2 =< (pj ; 2n�1 + pj) > � S2n :Because this relation holds for each j 2 J , we �nd that it is the transposi-tions in S2n de�ned byTj = (j; 2n�1 + j); j = 1; 2; : : :; 2n�1 (46)that correspond to the permutation (1; 2) 2 S2 in the various componentsof the direct product (42) (the order is unimportant).We conclude from these results the following:THEOREM 7. The wreath product permutation group [S2]n may be de�nedrecursively in terms of the wreath product group [S2]n�1 � S2n�1 and itsunique extension [S2]n�1 � S2n by[S2]n =< [S2]n�1; T1; T2; : : : ; T2n�1 > :



22 W. A. Beyer and J. D. LouckThis recursive de�nition of [S2]n gives a unique determination of theelements of this group as permutations in S2n . The determination goes asfollows. We start with [S2]1 =< (1; 2) > and continue with n = 2; 3:[S2]2 =< (1; 2)(3; 4); (1; 3); (2;4)>=< (1; 2)(3; 4); (1; 2; 3; 4)>= D8;[S2]3 =< (1; 2)(3; 4)(5; 6)(7; 8); (1;2;3; 4; 5; 6;7;8); (1;5); (2; 6); (3;7); (4;8)>=< (1; 2)(3; 4)(5; 6)(7; 8); (1;2;3; 4)(5; 6;7;8); (1; 2;3;4;5; 6; 7;8)> :These results suggest the following: De�ne the permutations Li 2 S2n ; i =1; 2; : : : ; n; byL1 = (1; 2)(3; 4) : : :(2n � 1; 2n);L2 = (1; 2; 3; 4)(5; 6;7;8) : : :(2n � 3; 2n � 2; 2n � 1; 2n);...Ln�1 = (1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1)(2n�1 + 1; : : : ; 2n);Ln = (1; 2; : : : ; 2n):Thus, Li is de�ned by inserting parentheses in the obvious way into thesequence 1; 2; : : : ; 2n. Note that Li above should be called L[n]i , but in allcases below, unless explicitly stated, the superscript on Li is suppressed.THEOREM 8. The wreath product group [S2]n as a subgroup of S2n is givenby [S2]n =< L1; L2; : : : ; Ln > :PROOF. The proof is by induction on n. The theorem holds obviously forn = 1. We assume that the theorem holds for n replaced by n� 1; that is,in terms of generators the wreath product group [S2]n�1 as a subgroup ofS2n�1 is given by[S2]n�1 =< L[n�1]1 ; L[n�1]2 ; : : : ; L[n�1]n�1 > :There are two steps in moving from n � 1 to n. The �rst step, be-cause we are dealing with the wreath product [S2]n�1 o [S2]1, is to extendL[n�1]i ; i = 1; 2; : : :; n � 1; to L[n]i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1; using the uniqueextension described above, and then suppress the superscript. We then ad-join the 2-cycles (1; 2n�1+1); (2; 2n�1+2); : : : ; (2n�1; 2n) to the generatorsL1; L2; : : : ; Ln�1 and obtain, with all permutations in S2n :[S2]n =< L1; L2; : : : ; Ln�1; (1; 2n�1 + 1); (2; 2n�1 + 2); : : : ; (2n�1; 2n) > :We must now prove that[S2]n =< L1; L2; : : : ; Ln > : (47)The identity Ln�1(2n�1; 2n) = Ln (48)



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 23shows that < L1; L2; : : : ; Ln > � [S2]n: (49)It follows from (48) that(2n�1; 2n) = L�1n�1Ln 2< L1; L2; : : : ; Ln > :Then, observing that we may writeL�1n = (2n; 2n � 1; : : : ; 2; 1);it is easily veri�ed, in turn, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1, thatTi = LnTi�1L�1n ;where we de�ne T0 = T2n�1 :Therefore, Ti = (Ln)iT0(L�1n )i:Thus, each 2-cycle Ti belongs to < L1; L2; : : : ; Ln >, and therefore[S2]n �< L1; L2; : : : ; Ln > : (50)We conclude from (49) and (50) that (47) holds.



24 W. A. Beyer and J. D. Louck13. The Galois Group of P [n]� (y) � 1 is the Wreath Product [S2]nfor Indeterminate �.The principal result about the Galois group of P [n]� (y) � 1 for indeter-minate � is stated and proved in Theorem 9 below. (We change the variablex to y because x is used di�erently below.)We denote by x the 2n-tuplex = (x1; x2; : : : ; x2n�1 ; x2n�1+1; : : : ; x2n);where the xj; j = 1; 2; : : :; 2n denote the 2n distinct roots of (7) as givenby (11). We impose the labelling scheme between the integers j and theroots xj to be such thatxj + x2n�1+j = 2; j = 1; 2; : : :; 2n�1:Otherwise, we leave arbitrary the explicit identi�cation of the roots xj withthe x[n]� (�) in (12). For the 2n-tuple u of indeterminates uj,u = (u1; u2; : : : ; u2n�1 ; u2n�1+1; : : : ; u2n); (51)and the 2n-tuple x of roots xj, we de�ne the symbol (u; x) by(u; x) = 2nXi=1 uixi:(We �nd it convenient to introduce the more explicit notation (u; x) forP2ni=1 uixi in place of � used earlier in x10.)For each p = � 1 2 : : : 2ni1 i2 : : : i2n � 2 S2n ;we de�ne the action of p on the 2n-tuple byp(u1; u2; : : : ; u2n) = (ui1 ; ui2; : : : ; ui2n ):(The permutation p e�ects substitutions on the subscripts, not on the place-ment of the letters.) The action of p on the 2n-tuple of roots x is similarlyde�ned. Thus, one has the following identities:(pu; x) = (u; p�1x) = 2nXi=1(pu)ixi = 2nXi=1 ui(p�1x)i;(pu; px) = (u; x):With these notational preliminaries, we now state and prove a principalresult:



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 25THEOREM 9. For indeterminate �, the Galois group of the polynomialP [n]� (x)� 1 is the wreath product group [S2]n.PROOF. The proof is by induction on n. For n = 1, it is easy to showthat the Galois group of P [1]�1� (x) is S2 = [S2]1 for indeterminate � andalso for � = 2. We also carried the determination through manually forn = 2 using the polynomial P [2]� (x)�1. The results were that for � = 2 theGalois group is C4 and that for indeterminate � the Galois group is [S2]2in consequence of the fact that the square root symbol p is removed fromthe eighth degree polynomialYp2[S2 ]2 (X � (pu; x)) ; (52)and [S2]2 is the smallest group with this radical removal property. In (52),we have indeterminates u = (u1; u2; u3; u4) and the root labelling given byx1 = 1 +s1� x01� ; x2 = 1 +s1� x02� ;x3 = 1�s1� x01� ; x4 = 1�s1� x02� ; (53)x01 + x02 = 2; x01x02 = 2=�:Here x1; x2; x3; x4 are the roots of P [2]� (y) � 1 and x01; x02 are the roots ofP [1]� (y) � 1. No other properties of the roots are needed to carry throughthe indicated calculations. Here C4 and [S2]2 are the explicit permutationgroups realized by the generators L1 = (1; 2)(3; 4) and L2 = (1; 2; 3; 4):C4 =< L2 >; [S2]2 =< L1; L2 > :Thus, C4 is a subgroup of [S2]2, and the factors that clear radicals for � = 2are exactly those from (52) corresponding to this subgroup.The general induction hypothesis is stated as follows: Consider thepolynomial P [n�1]� (y) � 1 and label the roots such that x0i + x02n�2+i =2; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�2(n � 2). E�ect this root labelling scheme at all levelsdown to that given by (53). Then, the polynomial in X given byYp2[S2 ]n�1 (X � (pu0; x0)) (54)clears radicals by removing the symbols p from all expressions when mul-tiplied out. Moreover, [S2]n�1 is the smallest group that removes radi-cals in this manner. Here u0 = (u01; u02; : : : ; u02n�1) are indeterminates and



26 W. A. Beyer and J. D. Louckx0 = (x01; x02; : : : ; x02n�1) is a set of roots labelled as described, each of whichis a function of the parameter �, the value of which is unspeci�ed.We next use from (16) the fact that the roots xi (i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n) ofP [n]� (y) � 1 are related to the roots x0i (i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1) of P [n�1]� (y) � 1by xi = 1 +p�i; x2n�1+i = 1�p�i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1; (55)where the �i are de�ned by�i = 1� x0i� ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1: (56)Substitution of x0i = �(1� �i) or x0 = �(1 � �)into (54) givesYp2[S2 ]n�1 (X � (pu0; x0)) = (��)22n�1�1 Yp2[S2 ]n�1 (X0 � (pu0; �)) ; (57)where X0 = 2n�1Xi=1 u0i �X=�:In obtaining this expression for X0, we have used2n�1Xi=1 (pu0)i = 2n�1Xi=1 u0i; each p 2 [S2]n�1:Thus, the induction hypothesis implies that the polynomial (in X0 of degreej[S2]n�1j) Yp2[S2 ]n�1 (X 0 � (pu0; �)) (58)clears all radicals when multiplied out, this being true for arbitrary inde-terminates u0 and � = (�1; �2; : : : ; �2n�1), where each �i is a function of �as given by (56).Consider next the polynomial de�ned byYP2[S2 ]n (X � (Pu; x)) : (59)To show the relation of the polynomials (58) and (59), we use[S2]n = [S2]n�1 o S2; (60)and the root relations xi + x2n�1+i = 2; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1. We obtain(u; x) = 2nXi=1 ui + 2n�1Xi=1 vip�i = A + (v;p�); (61)



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 27where vi = ui � u2n�1+i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1;A = 2nXi=1 ui: (62)Let us next interpret the action of the group [S2]n = [S2]n�1 o S2 in(59), now accounting for relation (61), usingP = (p; s); p 2 [S2]n�1; s 2 (S2)2n�1 :For this, we introduce the 2� 2n�1 matrix U , which is written in terms ofits columns by U = (U1; U2; : : : ; U2n�1)where Ui = � viv2n�1 + i�; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1:A permutation p of the columns of U yields the same permutation of(v1; v2; : : : ; v2n�1); that is, ifpU = (Ui1 ; Ui2 ; : : : ; Ui2n�1 );then pv = (vi1 ; vi2 ; : : : ; vi2n�1 ):A permutation si of the two elements in a column Ui of U is the same asthe operation �ivi on component vi of v. Thus, for P = (p; s), we have(Pu; x) = A+ ((p; �)v;p�);where, by de�nition,(p; �)v = (�1vp1 ; �2vp2 ; : : : ; �2n�1vp2n�1 )and, for s = (s1; s2; : : : ; s2n�1 ), we have �i = 1 for si = (1)(2) and �i = �1for si = (1; 2). Thus, (59) may be written asYP2[S2 ]n(X � (Pu; x)) = Y�2�2n�1 Yp2[S2 ]n�1(X 00 � ((p; �)v;p�))); (63)where X 00 = X � 2nXi=1 ui:Consider the factorYp2[S2 ]n�1 �X 00 � ((p; �)v;p�))� = Yp2[S2 ]n�1 �X 00 � (pv; �p�)� :



28 W. A. Beyer and J. D. LouckThe right-hand side of this expression is to be compared to (58), which wenow rewrite in the form (since X 0 and u0 are indeterminates):Yp2[S2 ]n�1 (X 00 � (pv; �)) = Y �Q(�); (64)where Y = (X 00)N ; N = ��[S2]n�1��;Q(�) = Q(X 00; v; �) = NXk=1(X 00)N�k(�1)kek (y(v; �)) :The ek in this last result denote the elementary symmetric functions iny = (y1; y2; : : : ; yn), where the yi = yi(v; �) denote the quantities in the set�yp(v; �) = (pv; �)��p 2 [S2]n�1	in any arbitrary order. The important application of the induction hypoth-esis is that the quantities Q(�) are polynomials in the �i. Using (64) in(63), we obtain Yp2[S2 ]n (X � (pu; x)) = Y�2�2n (Y � Q(�p�)):We now apply Theorem 6 to conclude that the polynomialYp2[S2 ]n (X � (pu; x))clears radicals by removal of the symbol p ; and it is the minimal degreepolynomial that does so, because Q(�) is not even in any �i for indetermi-nate v. This completes the induction and proves that the group [S2]n = G isthe smallest group that removes the radical symbolp from the polynomialYg2G(X � (gu; x)); G � S2n :We conclude that the wreath product group [S2]n is the Galois group ofthe polynomial in Theorem 9.



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 2914. Labelling of Roots and Clearing of Radicals.The generic theory developed in x13 shows that for indeterminate �the Galois group of P [n]� (x)� 1 is the wreath product permutation group[S2]n =< L1; L2; : : : ;  Ln > :We have also shown in x9 that for � = 2, the Galois group of P [n]� (x) � 1is isomorphic to C2n =< Ln >. We also gave in Theorem 3 an explicitrealization of the cyclic group for � = 2 as a permutation group acting onthe roots ti = cos(2i � 1)�=2n+1. In order to compare these � = 2 resultsin x9 with the generic theory, when specialized to � = 2, we need to use thesame labelling of roots. This is carried out in this section.The permutation group [S2]n =< L1; L2; : : : ; Ln > acts on the indicesof the roots x = (x1; x2; : : : ; x2n) of P [n]� (x) � 1 labelled such thatxi + x2n�1+i = 2; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1; (65)but otherwise the labelling of the roots is arbitrary. This is because thegroup [S2]n removes the symbol p from the polynomialYp2[S2 ]n(X � (u; px)) = Yp2[S2 ]n(X � (pu; x)); (66)when multiplied out.The other way, of course, to remove a radical is for the quantity underp to be a perfect square: py2 = y. It is the second way in which radicalsare cleared for the � = 2 theory, where the analyses carried out in x8-9show that the polynomialYp2<s>(X � (u0; px0)) = Yp2<s>(X � (pu0; x0)) (67)not only clears radicals, but is also irreducible. In this expressionu0 = (u01; u02; : : : ; u02n)denotes any set of indeterminates. The cyclic group in (67) is realized asthe permutation group C02n =< s > : (68)where s = (s1; s2; : : : ; s2n) is the 2n-cycle de�ned in (71) below.Consider next the form that (66) takes under the relabelling of rootsgiven by x0 = mx, where m 2 S2n is an arbitrary permutation. Because theindeterminates u0 can be relabelled in any way whatsoever in that relation,we can take u0 = mu without loss of generality. We obtainYp2<s>(X � (pu0; x0)) = Yp02<s0>(X � (p0u; x)); (69)



30 W. A. Beyer and J. D. Louckwhere s0 = m�1sm:We next consider the detailed relationship between the � = 2 resultsin x7 to x9 and the indeterminate � results in x13. The permutation s =(s1; s2; : : : ; s2n), which is the generator of the cyclic group C02n in (68),is obtained explicitly by the following procedure as described in x9. Wedetermine the integers dk and rk in the relation3k + 12 = dk2n + rk; 1 � rk � 2n � 1; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : : (70)Then, in consequence of Lemma 1, the in�nite sequence of integers(r0; r1; r2; : : :)is periodic in the 2n�1 distinct integers (r0; r1; r2; : : : ; r2n�1�1).The entries sk+1 in the 2n-cycle s = (s1; s2; : : : ; s2n) are then de�nedby sk+1 = � rk; if dk is even;2n + 1� rk; if dk is odd. k = 0; 1; 2; : : :; 2n � 1 (71)In consequence of the periodicity property of the rk, it also follows that thein�nite sequence of integers(s1; s2; : : :) is periodic in (s1; s2; : : : ; s2n); (72)where the si are distinct and a rearrangement of 1; 2; : : : ; 2n. We use thisproperty below in establishing relation (80).The permutation group C02n acts on the roots x0 = (x01; x02; : : : ; x02n) in(67), which are related to the roots in (65) in the following way: We �rsthave x0j = 1 + tj ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n; (73)where ti = cos � (2i� 1)�2n+1 � ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�1; (74)t2n�i+1 = � cos � (2i� 1)�2n+1 � ; i = 1; 2; : : :; 2n�1: (75)A set of roots satisfying relation (65) is given byxi = x02i�1; x2n�1+i = x02n�2i+2; i = 1; 2; : : :; 2n�1; (76)because x02i�1 + x02n�2i+2 = 2:



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 31The roots (x1; x2; : : : ; x2n) are the real parts, respectively, of the complexpoints, labelled counterclockwise in order, and separated by equal angles of�=2n�1 with z1 at positive angle �=2n+1:xj = Re zj = Re ei(4j�1)�=2n+1 ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n: (77)(We give below a geometric interpretation of the action of the cycle permu-tation s = (s1; s2; : : : ; s2n) on the roots t = (t1; t2; : : : ; t2n) de�ned in (74)and (75)).It follows from the relations (76) that the 2n-cycle p = (p1; p2; : : : ; p2n),which acts on the roots x, is obtained from s = (s1; s2; : : : ; s2n), which actson the roots t, by the following rulesk ! pk = � sk+12 ; if sk is odd,2n + 1� sk2 ; if sk is even, k = 0; 1; 2; : : :; 2n � 1:Using this result and (71), we obtain the following relations for the entriesin the 2n-cycle p = (p1; p2; : : : ; p2n):pk+1 =8>><>>: rk+12 ; dk even, rk odd;2n�1 + rk+12 ; dk odd, rk odd;2n + 1� rk2 ; dk even, rk even;2n�1 + 1� rk2 ; dk odd, rk even; k = 0; 1; 2; : : :; 2n� 1: (78)This is a complete description of the cycle permutation p, which acts onthe roots x, in terms of the divisors dk and remainders rk in (70). It is asigni�cant result for this work.Relations (73) and (76) de�ne a unique permutation m 2 S2n suchthat x0 = mx and, correspondingly p = m�1sm, but we do not requirem explicitly. Instead, we show below how to utilize (78) directly to showthat p 2 [S2]n. This result then implies that there exists a q 2 [S2]n suchthat p = qLnq�1, because p and Ln have the same cycle structure. It thenfollows that s = (mq)Ln(mq)�1, and from this that s0 = qLnq�1, whichappears in (69), so that the group < s0 > in (69) is given by< s0 >=< Ln >= C2n:Thus, the proof of Theorem 10 below is a direct consequence of the proofthat permutation p de�ned by (78) is an element of [Sn]n.Using (78), we now show that p belongs to the wreath product per-mutation group [S2]n. For this, we establish a remarkably simple rule forconstructing the permutation P 2 [S2]n+1 directly from the permutationp 2 [S2]n de�ned by (78). (In making this statement, we anticipate thatthese permutations, in fact, belong to the respective wreath product groups,as proved below.)We construct the permutation P by exactly the rule (78) now appliedto 2n+1. Thus, we de�ne the divisors Dk and remainders Rk by3k + 12 = Dk2n+1 + Rk; 1 � Rk � 2n+1 � 1; k = 0; 1; 2; : : :: (79)



32 W. A. Beyer and J. D. LouckThe formula for Pk+1 in P = (P1; P2; : : : ; P2n+1) is now obtained simply byreplacing n by n+ 1 and all lower case letters by upper case letters in (78),excepting k which is a running index. By using the relationsdk = 2Dk; Rk = rk; 0 � k � 2n � 1;dk = 2Dk + 1; Rk = 2n + rk; 2n � k � 2n+1 � 1;we can express the relations for the Pk+1 in terms of pk+1. This calculationis a bit tedious, but straightforward, and gives the following simple result:Pk+1 = � pk+1; if rk and Dk have same parity,pk+1 + 2n; if rk and Dk have opposite parity. (80)These relations are valid for all k = 0; 1; 2; : : :, when one accounts for theperiodicity property (72). This is the key result for proving the followingtheorem.THEOREM 10 . The cyclic permutation group < s0 > in (69) is a subgroupof the wreath product permutation group [S2]n =< L1; L2; : : : ; Ln > inconsequence of < s0 >=< Ln >.PROOF. We need to prove that p 2 [S2]n. The proof is by induction on n,using relation (80). We assume thatp = (p1; p2; : : : ; p2n) 2 [S2]n;where p is de�ned by (78), and where we note that for n = 1 and n = 2 theresult is true; that is,(1; 2) 2 S2 = [S2]1; (1; 4; 3; 2) 2 [S2]2 =< (1; 2)(3; 4); (1; 2;3; 4)> :The unique extension of p to its corresponding element in [S2]n+1 is givenbyp = (p1; p2; : : : ; p2n)! p0 = (p1; p2; : : : ; p2n; p1+2n; p2+2n; : : : ; p2n+2)n 2 [S2]n+1:We next prove that P is conjugate to p0 by an element in [S2]n+1. Indeed,the element in question is the product of 2-cycles given byTk+1 = (pk+1; pk+1 + 2n); if rk and Dk have the same parity: (81)Thus, T = Yk Tk+1;where the product is over all Tk+1 de�ned by condition (81). The permuta-tion T is thus a product of certain of the 2-cycles (for n replaced by n+ 1)de�ned by (46) in x12, each of which is an element of [S2]n+1. We have theidentity P = T�1p0T:



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 33The proof of this last relation follows immediately when one recognizes thatit is precisely the interchanges of integers given by (81) that converts p0 intoP . It is useful to observe that the 2n-cycle s de�ned by (71), and corre-sponding to the automorphism of the splitting �eld L generated by (30)is not a rotation by �=2n�1 of the unit circle containing the complex rootrepresentatives zj de�ned in (77). Instead, this permutation correspondsto rotations of these roots onto themselves in groups of 4 that can be de-scribed in terms of \colored" roots. In terms of zj , these 4-tuples of rootrepresentatives are given by(z3�2n�2+i+1; z2�2n�2+i+1; z1�2n�2+i+1; zi+1; ); i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n�2;where for i = 2n�2 the �rst representative satis�es z2n+1 = z1. In terms ofcomplex points wi with ti = Re wi, these same 4-tuples of root representa-tives on the unit circle are given by(w1; w2n�1 ; w2n; w2n�1+1);(w2i; w2n�1+2i; w2n�2i+1; w2n�1�2i+1); i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n � 1: (82)These sets of 4-tuples are to be rotated independently of one anotherin accordance with the following rules. We describe the situation in termsof the complex points wi corresponding to the roots ti. We use the color c1to mark the �rst four points in the �rst 4-tuple in (82), the color c2 to markthe second 4-tuple (i = 1), the color c3 to mark the next 4-tuple (i = 2),and so on. The color c2n�2 will mark the last 4-tuple. We now rotateclockwise and separately these colored 4-tuples by the indicated angles,where � = �=2n�1 denotes the basic angle between adjacent roots:color c1 by (2n + 1)� � �color c2 by (2n � 3)�...color ci by (2n � 4i+ 5)�...color c2n�2 by 5�With some work, it may be shown that the resulting permutation of theroots wi, or equivalently, of the ti is exactly that given by the cyclic per-mutation s de�ned by (71).It is of use to inquire just how the fourth degree polynomial (69) forn = 2 clears radicals for � = 2, while for � 6= 2, it requires the eighth degreepolynomial (66) with n = 2 to remove the radical symbol p . One can dothis by the direct procedure of multiplying out (66) with n = 2 for general�. One encounters a single factor that retains the radical:p�2 � � � 1: (83)
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Galois Groups for Map Iterates 37Appendix AGalois Groups in the van der Waerden Algorithm.In this appendix we show that the set A1 in Garling (1988, p. 156) isthe Galois group of the equation under consideration there; i.e. A1 = G.In our notation, this equation is writtenF (y; u; x) = Yp2Sn(y � (pu; x)) = rYi=1Fi(y; u; x);where the polynomial Fi is de�ned byFi(y; u; x) = Yai2Ai(y � (aiu; x)):The sets A1; A2; : : : ; Ar are a partition of Sn and A1 is chosen to contain theidentity permutation, but no other properties of the Ai are stated explicitlyby Garling. It is then proved by Garling (1988, p. 157) that the group Gof all permutations g such thatF1(y; gu; x) = F1(y; u; x) (85)is the Galois group of the given equation. We show that A1 = G, and,hence, also that the Ai i = 1; 2; : : : ; r; are cosets Gki of G in Sn. First, weobserve from (85) that A1g = A1; 8g 2 G;that is, a1g 2 A1; 8a1 2 A1; 8g 2 G: Because A1 contains the identity, itcontains each g 2 G; i. e. A1 � G. Because Garling shows (1988, p. 157)that G is the Galois group, his polynomialH (top of p.157) may be writtenH(y; u; x) = Yg2G(y � (u; gx)) = Yg2G(y � (gu; x)):Garling shows that H is a product of the polynomials Fi de�ned abovecontaining at least F1. We conclude from this that A1 � G, and therefore,A1 = G, because we have shown above that A1 � G.Appendix BOdoni's Theorem.In this appendix we quote a lemma and a theorem from Odoni (1985)that give evidence, but not a proof, that the Galois group of P [n]� (x) � 1is a subgroup of [S2]n. The following is Lemma 4.1 of Odoni (1985). Itis assumed that K is a �eld and that f(X); g(X) 2 K[X] are monicpolynomials of positive degree.



38 W. A. Beyer and J. D. LouckLEMMA (Odoni). Let f(g(x)) be separable (distinct roots) over K, andlet deg f = k, deg g = l, with k; l � 1. Then f(X) is also separable overK. Let F be Galf(X)=K, identi�ed with a subgroup of the permutationsof its zeros in the usual way. Then there is an injective homomorphism ofGalf(g(X))=K into F [Sl].THEOREM (Odoni). Let F be any �eld of characteristic 0, let k � 2, and letF(X) be the generic monic of degree k over F . Then every iterate Fn(X)is irreducible over K (the extension of F generated by the coe�cients ofF), and, for every n � 1, GalFn(X)=K ~= [Sk]n.Identity F with P�. Assume (falsely) that F is monic. Identify f(X)with P�(X)� 1 and g(X) with P [n�1]� . Assume (again falsely) f and g aremonic. It would then follow from the Theorem of Odoni that the Galoisgroup of P [n]� (x)� 1 is [S2]n.Let us de�ne the monic polynomial Q(n)� (x) byQ(n)� (x) = �1� P [n]� (x)�.�2n�1:Then, it follows from this de�nition thatQ(n+1)� (x) = Q(n)� (P�(x)).�2n ;that is, Q(n+1)� (x) = ��2n �Q(n)� � P�� (x); (86)where P� is the nonmonic quadratic polynomial de�ned by (2). Becausewe have proved that the Galois group of Q(n)� is the wreath product group[S2]n for arbitrary n, it follows that the Galois group of (86) is[S2]n+1 = [S2]n o S2:Because the Galois group of P� is S2, we �nd that the Galois group ofthe composition of the two functions in (86) is the wreath product of therespective Galois groups. Thus, the conclusion of Odoni's theorem holdsfor the case at hand despite the fact that the right-hand side of (86) entailsthe composition of nonmonic polynomials. Odoni (1992) has conjecturedthat this would be the case for generic �. Notice that the result fails to betrue for � = 2, despite the fact that we can writeT2n = T2n�1 � T2:



Galois Groups for Map Iterates 39Appendix C.Calculation of Bifurcation ValuesLet fr(x) := rx(1� x) and let f [n]r (x) be the nth iterate of fr(x). Thethird bifurcation point is the smallest value of r, say r3, such that withsome x the pair: f [n]r (x) = x (87)df [n]r (x)dx = 1 (88)of simultaneous equations are satis�ed for n = 3 and for no smaller n.Nicolas (1992) noted that this problem could be solved by eliminating thevariable x between (87) and (88) by using the RESULTANT function ineither MACSYMA or MAPLE. (For reasons not clear, Bailey (1993) andNicolas (1992) used -1 in place of 1 on the right-hand side of (88)).Table I shows the form ofResn(r) � RESULTANT(f [n]r (x)� x; df [n]r (x)dx � 1; x)for n = 1; 2; 3. In each case Resn(r) is a power of r times a polynomialPk(r) of degree k in r with a nonzero constant term. The factor of thebifurcation polynomial Pk(r) that yields the bifurcation value is also givenin Table I.n Resn Factor BifurcationValue1 r P2(r) r � 1 12 r9P8(r) r � 3 33 r225P54(r) r2 � 2r � 5 3.449...= 1 +p64 ? ? ?Table 1. Bifurcation points for the quadratic mapping.Note that although the third bifurcation value might have been a rootof a polynomial of minimal degree 54, it actually is a root of a quadraticpolynomial, which is a surprise. What happens for higher values of n?Could Galois theory provide some insight?e-mail address: beyer@lanl.gov


